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There's a very different incentive between posting your own shitty pre-alpha games and
recommending games you have no affiliation with. I'm more of a lovey dovey kind of guy. While I
understand not liking the VN format don't you think you're kinda shooting yourself in the foot if
you download them knowing you wont like them?. If it still doesn't work tell me and zip and
upload the copy I have. The problem you're having is that you've made the mistake of thinking all
VNs are intended as pornography. The reason most of them have more plot than sex is because
they're not porn, they're just books with pictures. This applies to Saya no Uta, if all you wanted
was to fap then of course you're going to think it was shit. There's a specific term used for VNs
that are intended primarily as porn: Nukige. And aside from having to occasionally click the
headpat button, Teaching Feeling is not too different from an average nukige. You might enjoy
more of them if you had an attention span of more than 15 seconds. I can agree with you that a lot
of visual novels isn't greatly defined as games, but if you check out the OP then Unteralterbach
was mentioned as the only example. How many endings does this game have? If you do a really
slow playthrough do you get a better ending?. Allowed file types:jpg, jpeg, gif, png, webm, mp4,
swf, pdf Max filesize is 16 MB. Max image dimensions are 15000 x 15000. You may upload 5 per
post. what is content what is half joke posts. Hizashi no Naka no Riaru got translated and
decensored a couple years back. It's very good and actually a game to play and not a fucking vn.
As for endings that really isn't how the game works. Day 3 goes a couple different ways
depending on how well you're doing, including a cute blowjob if you fail to deflower her on
screen. Day 4 has 4 main scenes with 2 costumes or nude (which aren't exactly the same
between costumes). That's the end of the story but then you can load up the "One Day" chapter to
eat her out and dick her in a bathroom trying not to wake her mom. Try asking in /loli you might
get better results there. It'd be like if the very first manga were all shounen manga, so manga was
synonymous with shounen. It would be necessary to create a term that doesn't implicitly mean
shounen. Specify. Couldn't find much with just that name. It's not even all loli, although the three
main protagonists are lolis. But there's a few H-scenes where, say, an old rival (with tits, you
understand) is gangbanged by futa fairies. Or something similar. (Randomized for file and post
deletion; you may also set your own.). Yeah, this is one of those ones that maybe would have
been better not translated. What I've learned from this thread is that there's no good loli hgame in
english besides unteralterbach. There's like 3 recommendations itt and one of them hasn't even
been translated. I tried playing the halloween one and it looks okay but the dialogue is pretty bad.
You could cut half of it and all the intent would still be there. Is there seriously nothing cleverly
written and self-aware when it comes to loli vn's? Saya no Uta is a good loli game that has an
English translation. Additionally games like Kamidori Alchemy Meister, Koihime Musou,
Eiyuu*Senki GOLD all come from the Visual Novel genre. Hense "Teaching Feeling is a hentai
game done right. Good story, decent game-play." Never claimed that the story is meaningless.
Spoiler images (this replaces the thumbnails of your images with question marks). Poemas de
amor cortos para enamorar a una mujer. There's a very different incentive between posting your
own shitty pre-alpha games and recommending games you have no affiliation with. Red jelly like
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Where to buy zing ear touch light control. Ana bekoa desnuda en la revista h al extremo. While I
understand not liking the VN format don't you think you're kinda shooting yourself in the foot if

you download them knowing you wont like them?. Very few loli games get translated anymore
and fewer still get more than UI translations. I also don't feel like wading through random vns,
posers, and sprite sex shit I'm not really into to make recommendations. This is a really good
game and I highly recommend it. Reminder: Anti-loli moralfags are usually self-hating actual
pedophiles. Funny lms ideas for facebookulms ideas for facebookc. Como ganhar mais gp no
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